Attention! enables announcements, bells, and alerts to be delivered as both audio and video simultaneously to FrontRow audio solutions and Mimio® or Clevertouch® displays.

The solution is a native integration that combines the power of Conductor’s audio-over-IP campus communication and CleverLive digital signage cloud service to provide comprehensive and impactful communication throughout a school.

**May we have your Attention!?**

**Benefits of Combined Audio and Video Communication System:**

- Gets the attention of students and staff who may be in a noisy environment, wearing headphones or not facing a display.
- Benefits students that either have hearing or visual impairments.
- Video displays can convey information using maps or room-specific instructions.
- Attention! mutes all other audio in the classroom so students and teachers can focus on the announcement.
- The interactive panel is “overridden” by the video message so that attention is focused on the announcement.
- Attention! requires activating only one system for announcements and alerts, saving time and ensuring a consistent experience.

For more information visit [www.gofrontrow.com](http://www.gofrontrow.com)